It is amazing the ways in which my sub-conscious mind can communicate “ah hahs” to
me in my dreams. Even about the future through giving me prophetic dreams. In my
experience this type of dream has only occurred during periods of heightened emotions
and decision making.

PROPHECTIC DREAMS
Two dreams came to me to foretell the future during the heightened emotional time of
my decision making surrounding whether to leave my marriage. It was an unsettled and
uncertain time. Both my husband and I were living in the same townhouse and I had
been wrestling with what to do. The first dream occurred in early December during the
six week period that I was applying the Evergreen’s suggestion to praise my husband
every day.
In the first dream I am attending a class. We are studying about the mind. All the
participants are dressed in black as I am. I stand up and tell the class that I have just left
my husband.
A few days later on December 7th I made my decision to leave my marriage. On that
Wednesday evening I attended a workshop given by Geraldine S. on the topic of Mind
Awareness. I am surprised to recognize what occurred in my prophetic dream when I tell
others in the audience that I am leaving my marriage. To me black has always
represented the symbolic color of change. Everyone being dressed in black in the dream
indicated that we were all experiencing change as a result of the course and I especially
so because of my decision to divorce my husband.
Following my decision living in the same townhouse was somewhat uneasy for us both.
We decided that my husband would move out but no date was set. I felt some discomfort
and concern.
Then I had another prophetic dream. In this dream my husband is dressed in a black
flowing cape. He stands at the top of a very high diving platform with a small circular
pool down below. Then the scene shifts to a frozen lake. On it two runner equipped
sledges are moving over the ice of a frozen lake. On each is a sign. The sign on the first
sledge says “January” and on the second says “21.”
My husband actually moved out in mid winter on January 21. Once again the black
colored cape had indicated change. The high diving platform and signs told me that my
husband would take the plunge on January 21.
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